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Focus

The light on the horizon
The bullseye on the wall
The strength to do the impossible
When others simply fall
What creates the difference
Between those who succeed or fail
What creates a future
To which all others pale
Do you have the focus
To bring it all in view
To do what is required
That others fail to do
This one course draws us forward
And brings success to light
Its there we meet our future
Wonderful and bright

Robert Longley

FROM
THE CEO

This week marked a year since I
began the journey of being CEO. And
what a year! When the Board asked
me what I’d like to achieve in my first
year, I can categorically say my
answer wasn’t “spend months
working whilst in lockdown
conditions and make daily changes
to the things we do to keep a virus at
bay”.
But on reflection of what the year
has looked like, I can say I’m
extremely proud to be in this
position to assist and support focus
to be the great organisation that it
is. And achievements? There have
been many this past year.
Including:
focus has remained COVID free!
Organisational restructure; new
Executive Members, Area Managers,
HR / IT / Finance Members, new
Team Leaders and Support Workers.
Improved communication;
particularly this magazine and the
AGM Annual report.
McAlister was built, Culburra was
purchased and renovated and Beach
St was ready to go but had to remain
empty for the entire lockdown

period due to restrictions. The
opening of the 3 properties occurred
late December / January 2021 which
presented multiple staffing issues
due to restrictions but that didn’t
deter our teams in supporting 10
people to move into the 3 homes.
Workforce planning to improve our
recruitment drives, online inductions
so that lockdown conditions didn't
halt our ability to effectively recruit.
Partnerships were formed with La
Trobe University and Chisholm Tafe.
The focus on Opportunity Shop in
Frankston opened, giving the people
we support an opportunity to
participate in the local community.
The Frankston community has been
extremely welcoming, which is
assisting the shop to thrive.
The Visibility Project, which has
resulted in many wonderful videos
being developed to capture and
share the stories that are important
from families, the people we support
and our staff.
The Board and Executive have
undertaken Strategic Planning Days
to review and build a plan that will
see us thrive into the future.

And that is what our ‘focus’ is now
on. Our Future. A quote I have
reflected on is:
Instead of looking at the past, I put
myself ahead twenty years and try to
look at what I need to do now in order
to get there.
It’s easy to think about the now particularly when we are living quite
reactively to get through this
pandemic. However to successfully
implement a Strategic Plan, I need to
ensure the decisions we make set us
up to succeed in the long term.
Our Board and Executive have
agreed on 5 Strategic Pillars and
over the coming months we will be
collaborating and engaging with all
stakeholders to ensure we all play
our part in assisting focus to
celebrate its 50th birthday and set
the organisation up for another
successful 50 years.
Once again, I thank you all for your
ongoing support of focus as we
navigate our way through the
pandemic, Victoria’s ongoing
restrictions, and the vaccination
program to keep people safe.

ROTARY GOLF
DAY

'One of the most fascinating things
about golf is how it reflects the cycle of
life. No matter what you shoot, the
next day you have to go back to the
first tee, begin all over again and make
yourself into something'. Peter
Jacobsen.
It was a fine day in March when a
group of enthusiastic players took to
the green in the spirit of community.
Rotary Frankston Sunrise had kindly
extended an invitation to focus to
participate in their Annual Charity
Golf Day at the Peninsula Kingswood
Country Golf Club.
In their 23rd year of running the
event, Rotary Frankston Sunrise
continue to make a difference to
local, national and international
charities through its fundraising
endeavours.
With our support, they added to the
more than $730k raised across
previous years. These funds have
supported many local causes,
including community programs,
disability schools, and youth
support resources.

Likewise, funds have also supported
vital Australian organisations like
Kidney Health Australia and the
international programs of Rotary
such as the fight to eradicate Polio
across the globe
Answering our call to clubs were
four fine gentlemen who were a
credit to our organisation. They
practiced the golfing life philosophy
of taking one shot at a time and
moving on, and kept their senses of
humour as they moved through the
course; never letting a bad shot get
in the way of having a good time.
Our team of four included two family
members - Roger and Paul - with
Kuda representing our staff and
Darren as our guest. Together they
spent what was - by all accounts - an
outstanding day of golf and
friendship in support of some
wonderful charitable causes.
Our CEO and Service Innovation
Officer attended the follow up Golf
Charity Breakfast to celebrate the
achievements of the day. Rotary
Frankston Sunrise had also
determined to make focus
beneficiaries of some of the funds

raised and Toni was delighted to
accept the contribution. We have put
this towards a Disability Awareness
Fund to support designated focus
initiatives that raise Disability
Awareness and inclusion.
These community relationships we
foster are vital in creating
opportunities for connections with
so many networks. They strengthen
our place in society, increase
community awareness, and foster
mutually beneficial partnerships
which all ultimately contribute to
improving the lives of the people we
support.
Later in the year we will be once
again teaming with Rotary Frankston
Sunrise for their Treadmill
Challenge fundraiser. We all had a
wonderful day at the event last time
and raised over $2000 in support of
Very Special Kids. This year we hope
to double our efforts and will be
soon putting out the call for anyone
keen to be part of the event with us.
A big thank you to our team of four,
and to John Edgar - our Service
Innovation Officer - for making this
golfing day such a success for all
involved.

WHEN YOU'RE SMILING...

A cup of coffee shared with someone is
happiness tasted and time well spent.
Mandy's grin describes the sentiments shared
by most of Melbourne's famous café scene that coffee and teaspoons of sugar are two
very important parts of a good life. And being
able to once more go out and enjoy them is
something to smile about.

Chris and Phil enjoyed a meal and a
beer at the club to celebrate Phil's
birthday and their longstanding
friendship

Old friends,
sat on the park bench like bookends.

It was a good day for fishing and
sailing for Brett
and his brother Paul

Christopher went exploring Point
Nepean - he visited the quarantine
station and military outposts

Happy Mothers Day - a
beautiful shot of Louise
with her mum

Cheers Renee - to getting out
and having a beer on Main Street
Mornington

OUT & ABOUT WITH FAMILY & FRIENDS

Anthony cheering on his beloved
hawks against Carlton at the AFL
footy match at the MCG.

This is living - Ben had some fun
at the local aquatic centre with
time in the spa, sauna, and
swimming pool

The beautiful Jayne enjoying the sea
at Frankston Pier

Lindsey's smile tells us all we need to know
about her love of trains.
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Michelle and Leisa
made the most of the Autumn
sunshine with a good walk

A day well spent by Holly at the
Frankston Waterfront Festival

Go you good thing!
A dapper Chris having a flutter
at Balnarring races

Cath with Paul Edbrooke MP for Frankston at our Focus on Opportunity Op Shop

SEE THE PERSON
The biggest barriers people with disabilities encounter are other people.
'Being in' the community is not the same as 'Being of' the community.
Disability Awareness means educating our communities regarding
disabilities and sharing our stories to increase knowledge and address
misconceptions. We are doing this every chance we can get, so the people
we support are not merely present in their local communities, they are an
active part of them.

The aim of our Disability Awareness projects is simple: education
through representation. We are supporting people wherever we can to
tell their stories in the community, because if more of the people we
support can directly challenge and change the stereotypical attitudes
of society about disability, we can then get on with the job of creating
positive and inclusive communities for all.
We have been involved in supporting focus participants to present to
primary schools – speaking to children about their disability and
engaging in discussions that break down social barriers. These sessions
are a positive approach to inclusion of people with disabilities as they
contribute to children’s development of empathy, acceptance and
diversity. Such conversations help shape the primary school students,
making them more aware and inclusive citizens as they grow.
We are also shaping the attitudes of our future workforce, increasingly
working alongside the people we support as they present to local TAFE
classes and within our own focus Induction sessions. The purpose is to
provide students and our new staff with person-driven information
around Active Support.
Cade Johnston (Bondi) and Marie McClelland (Culburra) have to date
presented to a range of Chisholm TAFE classes from the Cert III
Individualised Support, Cert IV Disability & Introduction to NDIS
streams. With support from our Service Innovation Officer they lead
conversation, respond to student questions and provide invaluable
insight into living with a disability. Cade also presents within our
fortnightly induction program, speaking about what qualities are
needed in an Active Support Worker and what good support looks
like. Both Cade and Marie’s contributions have been met with a
resoundingly positive response, and our aim to place focus as a leading
support provider is enhanced by their knowledge, strength and
enthusiasm.
focus recently hosted a forum with the new Frankston Council Diversity
and Inclusion Project Manager to help shape the upcoming Disability
Action Plan for Frankston. As an organisation with extensive knowledge
about what could be improved to increase accessibility and awareness
within the community, we provided quite a list of ideas and
suggestions for consideration. We are doing the same with the
Mornington Peninsula Shire Council, contributing our feedback through
their Health and Wellbeing development forums.
Mornington Library recently held an exhibition of the artwork created
by focus in their community pottery group. Such events are platforms
that amplify community visibility of the people we support and
contribute to raising awareness. We support people to get involved in
community events such as Clean Up Australia, The Arthurs seat
Challenge, The Rotary Frankston Sunrise Treadmill Challenge,
Australia’s Biggest Morning Tea and the Bloody Long Walk. We continue
our longstanding relationship with VALID, supporting people to attend
regular peer advocacy meetings and participate in the VALID Friendship
Group Project.
We strongly believe in empowering the people we support to help
break down the misconceptions and assumptions that are often linked
to people with disabilities. It is our duty to make space for them,
creating opportunities and platforms that amplify their voices.

STEPPING UP
Never doubt that a small group of
thoughtful, committed citizens can
change the world; indeed, it's the only
thing that ever has, and this young lady
showed us how.

Tiffany from Oppy did her bit for her local community as
she worked alongside volunteers to Clean Up Australia.The
day was run in conjunction with the City of Casey and the
Cubs.
Tiffany enjoyed making friends with members of the
Rotary Club in Berwick and others in the local community
in supporting this initiative.

VALID

The Choice Mentor initiative is run
through the VALID Advocacy
organisation and provides tips and
support to people to help them
make and act on their own
decisions. Choice Mentor Frank has
been working with Marcus for over a
year now. Marcus wanted to design
t-shirts and so Frank and Marcus
have been learning together.
“Marcus and I have had a great time
with making t-shirts. Marcus is eager
to learn and do things differently to
improve his designs. Marcus is
excited about his designs and also
very creative with only a little input
from me to tidy up the finished
product.We spend a few hours
talking about the designs and
deciding what works best and what
we can try at the next meeting. Our
current venture is to use gel pens
instead of pencils. I try and make the
session fun and relaxed."
VALID stands for Victorian Advocacy
League for Individuals with Disability
and has been at the forefront of
advocating for people with
disabilities since 1989. Over that
time, they have developed training

tools, information and resources,
and advocacy to help empower
people with disability and their
families.VALID is funded by the
Victorian State Government as the
peak state-wide advocacy body for
people with intellectual disabilities.
focus has been connected to VALID
for many years, supporting people to
get involved and connect through
their range of peer advocacy
projects and mentor programs,
representative committees, monthly
meetings and annual conferences.
All of these endeavours drive our
shared goal to promote and protect
the human rights of people to
exercise choice and control and
experience citizenship status within
their local communities.
The people we support to connect
with VALID can access and make use
of VALID's individual advocacy
services which offers one-on-one
assistance for a person with
disabilities to help solve a problem,
helping people to speak up about
what they want, get the information
they need to make their own
decisions, and to explore the choices
they want to make.

VALID also supports families to
advocate with or for the person.
VALID's systemic advocacy work is
aimed towards exerting influence
and affecting change to systems like
the NDIS, government policies and
legislation, disability services, health
and education services,and the
justice system. VALID staff and selfadvocates attend working groups
and committees to have a say about
what people with intellectual
disabilities want and need.Their
community development work
includes individual and community
group platforms, increasing
representation and building more
inclusive communities so that people
with disabilities can live the life of
their choice. focus supports several
people to participate in VALID's
initiatives - such as Marcus'
involvement in the Choice Mentor
Program. A number of focus
participants play key roles in the
VALID Friendship Project, the Peer
Action Group, as well as attending
and presenting topics at the Annual
VALID Have A Say Conference that
runs over several days and is held in
Geelong. www.valid.org.au

VOICES AT OUR TABLE
focus Family Advisory Network
We all need people who will give us feedback. That's how we
improve. And when we improve at something, it motivates us to
continuing doing more.
The focus Family Advisory Network (or FAN group) is a vital part of
our commitment to continuous improvement. It contributes to our
review of systems, processes, and direction. We meet quarterly and
our aim is to:

RICHARD TAGG

'I like being a part of the FAN as I think it is
important that focus have input from all stake
holders including families. The meetings are a
great source of information and an
opportunity to better understand how focus
operates'.

Increase family involvement
Improve communication
Plan /discuss activities for the year
Stay up to date on the operations of focus
Share ideas and suggestions
Meet the focus team of management and staff and learn about
the roles within the organisation
Discuss and provide feedback to administration

JOAN AND FRED WALLACE
'Our reason for being part of the group is to
be of some help to the people focus supports,
as well as our own son Ricky, and all of focus'.

JOAN AND GEORGE LEFROY
'You ask why we like to be in the picture at focus by joining in the
Family Advisory Network. We are motivated by 40 years of your
loving care given to Bruce, the pleasure of being informed about
how you are achieving your remarkably high standards, the way you
see the future, and the opportunity to “have our say” and try to
assist you as we work together. Sort of like being part of a well run
family'.

VOICES AT OUR TABLE
ANNEE ANGELL
'Organisations like focus are providing a wonderful & much needed
service for the community & deserve feedback & input from the
families concerned to keep them on the right track. After caring for
my daughter for nearly 40 years & because of the complexity of her
disabilities I need to have ongoing close contact with focus; for my
peace of mind & also to offer any help I can give to make things
easier for the staff - I acknowledge that there are many challenges,
considering her intellectual capacity, her blindness & her being
non-verbal'.

ROGER ANGELL
'The committee gives us an opportunity to
express our opinions, thoughts & emotions
& also a feeling of being part of something
that gives so much to the community'.

MANDY VACOUFTSIS
'To both support as well as learn from focus
and be involved in achieving the best quality
of life and ongoing care for my brother
Peter who is fortunate enough to have been
in the care of focus for over 40 years'.

This group meets to look at the big picture - and the future - with
the purpose of ensuring that everyone who is connected to focus
has the opportunity to contribute to our progress. Our families are
part of our foundations and working with them makes us who we
are.
The focus Family Advisory Network provides parents, friends,
participants, and community members a place at the table, because
each group brings a distinctive voice to the conversation about
opportunities to be more and do better.

INTERESTED IN JOINING US? GET IN
TOUCH - WE'D LOVE TO MEET YOU

If you would like to know more about the Family Advisory Network –
including our Terms of Reference – please contact Fran Cashman at
Head Office for more information.

VOICES AT OUR TABLE
The People's focus Group
The People’s focus Group is a representative body that ensures
the people we support are provided with an opportunity to
have their voices heard.

Meeting at The Coolstores every six weeks on a Thursday
evening, the group works with a Community Volunteer (Julie
Pittle), the Service Innovation Officer (John Edgar) and support
staff in discussing issues and ideas relating to best practice
support, recruitment, social inclusion and empowerment.
Membership of the group is on a rotating basis, so please assist
any individuals we support in contacting John Edgar to
commence involvement.

FOCUS VACCINATION ROLLOUT
We have been coordinating with Aspen Medical, setting
up our own vaccination hubs and working steadfastly to
get it done. We are proud and delighted to say that so far,
97% of the people we support have received their first
Pfizer vaccination, along with nearly 80% of our staff. A
credit to everyone involved and a clear sign of our
commitment to doing everything we can to keep our
people safe.

PHILIP - A LIFE'S
JOURNEY
We are the sum total of our experiences. Those experiences – be
they positive or negative – make us the person we are, at any given
point in our lives. And, like a flowing river, those same experiences,
and those yet to come, continue to influence and reshape the
person we are, and the person we become.

When you look at me you will measure me
By my awareness
By my response
By my age
By my development
And you may shake your head and find me lacking.
But for me you are measuring with the wrong cup.
For I have one possession which brims and overflows beyond all
others.
I have my parents’ love.
This cup they give me holds also their
Agony and helplessness
Waiting and hoping
Tears and pain
Aloneness and fear.
But in the end these are swallowed up in the deepness of their
love.
So measure me if you must, but measure me with my cup
And you will find me full.
This beautiful poem is at the beginning of the book ‘My Name is Philip –
A Life’s Journey’. It is the first of three volumes about Philip’s life,
narrated in his voice and created by his parents who were dedicated to
the task of writing and publishing their son’s story. This was a family
affair that involved countless hours of conversations and photos, with
Philip’s father Jim editing the pages, his mother Sandra writing the
words, and his older brother Damian working on the layout and
ensuring it was printed. The collection can be found on Philip’s
bookcase in his bedroom and they are a treasure trove of Philip’s
earlier life; his family and his experiences. The books contain memories
of challenges and triumphs – they are a testament to a family’s
commitment to uniting together through life to face and celebrate the
joys and sorrows that come with living. As Sandra explains, ‘Our
mantra was risk with dignity…he loved horse riding and he enjoyed
skiing for 12 years’.
Such memories also highlight that Philip’s stories are the blueprint
for who Philip is as a person, as Sandra explains, ‘Everything that made
Philip the man he is now was an experience…because Philip couldn’t
read, everything that made him who he is today was something he
experienced, something that would remain with him forever’. And
Philip has had a lifetime of unique and magnificent experiences within
the orbit of a family dedicated to creating them. In the books, Philip’s
words of acknowledgement to his parents encapsulate the impact his
strong relationship with people who supported him to live had on his
life.
‘Thank you Dad for believing there was nothing that I could not do if I
had the opportunity to try. Mum, thank you for always being there
and for loving me no matter what’.

Prior to moving into supported accommodation with focus in 1986,
Philip and his brother spent a lot of time on the family farm. A country
boy, Philip was taught to ride a horse. ‘Philip just adored riding…as
soon as we put him on a horse his back straightened and his hands
went down to the correct position, he was kind of a born rider’. Philip
was part of the family’s daily country life, with Sandra adding, ‘Philip
just loved being in the woolshed. He would go and bring in the sheep…
walk behind them and bring them into the shed for the shearers…we
also had a creek where Philip learned to swim. Philip loved seeing all
those things happening around him…he just loved country life’.
These were the formative experiences in Philip’s life…more so than any
traditional education. Philip’s health, continuous seizures and
subsequent literacy and learning challenges meant that Philip’s
development was informed less by the classroom and more by his daily
adventures, such as swimming in the creek, travelling with his family,
even going to the sheep auctions with his grandfather, as Sandra
recalls, ‘He would look at the cattle and the new calves…we would go
back 12 months later and he could tell you which calf belonged to
which cow…And going to the sheep sales…in a way that is part of the
knock about in him – he spent a lot of time in the company of country
men’.
Sandra is Philip’s strongest ally and a great admirer of her son. ‘I think
he was frustrated by how difficult it was for him to learn…but he
always had a sunny nature, he’d always rise above whatever life threw
at him…Phil’s a fatalist. Whatever is happening, he’d be like – okay.
That’s the scheme of things so I’ll just settle in and do it…growing up
Philip had to conform to all the same things as Damian…to be polite to
his elders. He had to live a normal life’. Philip’s speech was good from
the get go, ‘He was always included in whatever the family was talking
about – whatever the decisions were that we were making. We
encouraged him to have his say always…so I suppose he had no option
but to speak!’
Those conversations included planning the family holidays. Philip’s
support workers at his home have noted that – when watching
something on TV that refers to a place overseas, Philip will often
comment ‘I’ve been there’. And he has. Philip has travelled with his
parents all over the world, with Sandra confirming ‘We travelled to 13
countries in Europe…first to Japan, then across the pole where we saw
the Northern Lights…we then went to England, through France, Italy Philip has met the Pope…he came down from his chair and he touched
Philip. We’ve also had 2 trips to America. Philip absorbed a lot in those
trips…then we reestablished the memories in his mind when we wrote
the books together about them’.
This is the arc of Philip’s life that may not be known by people who
have met him later on. Travelling, riding horses, skiing with his family.
This is the capacity of a man whose family always came from the
philosophy of working with what Philip could do, to achieve what he
wanted to.
People who know and support Philip now may make assumptions
based upon what they can only see in that particular point in time – a
man wearing a helmet for protection in case of a fall, with capacity that
has been diminished by time. But there is a past to Philip’s present.
This is why recording and exploring the stories with Philip is so
important to gaining a well rounded picture of who he is and what has
made him. To see the person, not the disability, by speaking with Philip
and his mother and learning about Philip through his experiences.
Philip’s adventures, the stories his family have so lovingly committed
to print , and the conversations with Sandra that have been recorded in
video interviews – these are the best ways to help Philip determine
what his next chapter will look like, to give him the dignity to face the
risks and take the next step.

Celebrating Years of Service
with focus
15-20 YEARS
Andy Zammit
Kevin Virgona
Rebecca Edwards
Jaki Handley

Betty Shearer
Ray Sullivan
Samantha Jenkins
Meaghan Brennan
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Jennifer Kraska
Joanne Moore
Robert Weigand
Karen Moore
Russell Trezise
Beverley Stacpoole
John Simmonds
Christopher Rigg
Jo Reid
Carol Poulter
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Suzanne Parkinson
Saraha Jeffery
Mark Howard
Sarah Green
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Yeiy Ajak
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John Barry
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Jasmine Beardsmore
Fran Cashman
Jessica Bruinsma
Joanne Cargill
Helaina Cinar
Jackie Compton
Rhinae Connelly
Kim Cooper
Alexandra Dalais
Ronald Erskine
Cheryl Fleming
Dragan Milic
Andre Hartley
Sara Holmes
Chris Hopkins
Ricardo Ithier
Richard Jackson
Tanya Jonathan
Anna Kagima
Bridget Kioko
Teri Knaggs
Natasha Komene
Mykhalo Kuzmovych
Tafanana Kwenda
Tracy Lind
Kelly Martin
Tau Mataio

Kellie Mayer
Valentino Mazzei
Robert Meldrum
Suzanne Williams
Regina Muchai
Simon Muiru
Joseph Mungura
Bilha Ndungu
Kevin Ndungu
Jonathan Nyahumbi
Lianne Owen
Kerryn Pascoe-Fenton
Michael Poulsen
Bree Prescott
Kerry Rei
Christine Richter
Thomas Sandy
Maureen Scully
Chris Senya
Peter Sheppard
Alexander Sheriff
Denise Shingles
Vanessa Singleton
Simone South
Fiona Strahl
Leah Van Der Eynden
Taryn Willder
Natalie Toomey
Cooper Wolobah
Stanley Zhungu
David Williams

BACK IN THE DAY
We are celebrating fifty years of focus next year.
Established in 1972, our bedrock includes a very real,
lived experience of disability that is embedded into the
very soul of our organisation. The idea of us was borne
through families wanting to create a space in the world
for their children to thrive. We were built upon
progressive and innovative ideals and continue to grow
as a community focused organisation that honours our
history while moving forward.
Originally established to provide a school education
and accommodation support service for children, we
have grown extensively to our current position,
supporting adults with disabilities in over 20 homes
across the Mornington Peninsula and surrounds.
Throughout the past 5 decades, our families have
continued to rely on and trust focus to recognise our
family foundations, celebrate our current
achievements, and embrace our community inclusive
future.

PHOTOS FROM THE FAMILY
ALBUM

BACK IN THE DAY

WE ARE CELEBRATING
FIFTY YEARS OF FOCUS
NEXT YEAR

OUR ESSENTIAL
WORKERS

CHEERS FOR PEERS

We've recently teamed up with Up Movement - an Australian owned social enterprise that raises
funds to provide free orthopedic rehabilitation and prosthetic limbs to amputees in developing
and war torn countries.They do this through the sale of their socks.
When someone at focus is doing great work, or is going above and beyond in their role and their
team mates want to acknowledge it, we have asked them to nominate the person through our
feedback process. Those people then receive a thank you along with a pair of these funky foot
warmers - in recognition of their commitment.

Thanks to Helaina, I was shown so many
little tips and tricks to working in this new
house. She has been so helpful and
supportive and is a massive asset to focus

Thomas and Shaji have shown exceptional
commitment and care, going over and
above with no complaints...these two
gentlemen have done everything that has
been asked of them and followed through
to a very high standard
Ramon is a valuable member of our team.
When we see his name on the roster we
know he will come in to work with
enthusiasm and support the people who
live here with much skill and positive
energy.

I would like to acknowledge Ashley and
how she conducted herself during the
open day...her communication was
excellent, with all emails I sent
acknowledged and any queries answered.
It has been a pleasure to deal with her.

Suzanne is a wonderful presence in our
team. She is dependable and fills other
team members and our clients with
confidence

I would like to thank Michelle for her
support. Today, I was doing a
presentation to the new staff at
Induction.
Michelle gave me her presentation and
supported me with the information. I
was very nervous and Michelle was
present during the presentation. She
gave help and support, and more
importantly, feedback.

Today I worked with 2 casuals Florence
Perita, and would like to acknowledge their
work ethic and commitment to the job was
fantastic. It was a pleasure to work with
both of them. Working without supervision,
self motivated, good in high-care and
making the right decisions

OUR ESSENTIAL
WORKERS
A CHAT WITH NAT

Natalie is known by staff and the people we support as someone who
brings energy to any team, activity, or adventure she is part of.

I was working in factories, and
hospitality and retail. But I wasn’t
fulfilled by any of the jobs I was
doing. I wanted to help people. I
have an uncle with a disability and
his experience encouraged me to
looking at disability and how I can
help people to achieve the things
they want out of life. I went back to
study and I’ve now been in the field
for 23 years, ten of those have been
with focus.
I like breaking down barriers and
getting to know people. I love the
challenge of getting into the real
work with the people I support to
help remove some of their own
barriers – even if its something like
them not thinking or knowing they
can do something – and helping
them to do those things. A typical
day is generally me jumping around
the place and doing whatever is
needed at the time. I like to bring a
lot of energy and a bit of colour
wherever I work. But also – I pay
attention to where I’m working
because some people may not want
their space filled with noise and
movement, so I adapt.

I can be calm if that’s what is
needed in the situation. It’s about
knowing the people you’re
supporting. And I know these people
really well because I’ve been
supporting them for years. I try to
make it a good day for the people I
support, myself, and the staff I’m
working with. We have to be there
for each other and pay attention to
what people need to make the most
out of the shift. I give my energy to
the people around me. I can change
to whatever environment I find
myself working in.
In all my years, I’d have to say the
last 12 months have been the most
challenging. It was when the work
we do has been so important to the
people we support; keeping their
spirits up, engaging with them and
reassuring them that things were
okay despite being in lockdown and
away from family and friends. I want
to be someone in their lives that
they can enjoy time with and trust.
And working with the people that we
do – I love our staff. Because they
just keep giving of themselves and
supporting each other. Especially

last year – we all had to pick each
other up in different ways, checking
in on each other and making sure we
were all still laughing when we could
- because our attitudes rub off on
the people we support, so we need
to help each other stay positive.
This is an ever-changing field, and
you need to think on your feet. I’m
learning every day. If you’re in this
job for the right reason, that’s what
keeps you motivated. Working to be
what you need to be for the different
people you are supporting. It could
be physical assistance, personal
care, social interaction. If the people
I support are happy and I can see
they are doing the things they want
to be doing, I know I am doing a
good job. I keep pitching, keep trying
out new ideas and working towards
the next step. Because I don’t feel
good if they’re not moving towards
their goals. My advice to a new
Active Support Worker – push
yourself. Do the work to find out as
much as you can about the people
you are supporting so that you are
giving them what they need to be
themselves.

STRENGTH
THROUGH
GENTLENESS

One of Steven’s greatest strengths
lies in the size and tenderness of
his heart. He likes people – and has
his favourites. At the top of the list
is his housemate Mandy, who Steve
is fiercely protective of and will do
whatever he can to look after her
and put a smile on her face.
When Steve is happy he will sing
about it, often while preparing
dinner or cooking a BBQ. It is not
uncommon to see Steve doing a
dance and waving the tongs in time
with the melody.

Steve likes living at Pine House who
he shares with Mandy, and he’s very
attentive to ensuring she is being
looked after. ‘We’re good mates. We
look after each other’. Steven loves
to help people, and gives to his
friends. He takes pride in his house,
making his bed every day and
straightening up the living room in
preparation for visitors. Steve takes
the rubbish out nightly and is known
to grab the broom after a meal if
there’s something on the floor.
Restrictions during lockdown

changed a few of the shopping
routines for Steve – but it also
created some new ones – assuming
the role of milk man for the houses
at Red Hill, delivering bread and milk
every day to each home.
Steve has a keen interest in cars,
loves watching the V8 racing and will
often show his visitors his favorite
cars from the pile of car magazines
that is never too far away from his
reach. ‘I like that one’. Steve states,
pointing to a classic 1961
aquamarine Chevrolet.

Steve’s other manly pursuits include going to the RSL whenever he can
for a meal (‘I like good steak’), a beer, and a cheeky bet on the horses.
‘I always pick number 8’. And sometimes it comes in.
When COVID isn’t playing games with our daily habits, hobbies and
rhythms, Steve also enjoys cutting the rug at the weekly disco, singing
and dancing the entire time. This is a great time to catch up with his
brother who also attends the disco.
In warmer weather, Steve commandeers the BBQ, cooking up lunch for
himself and his mate Ron who often comes over on Tuesdays. On
Wednesdays Steve attends the Coffee Club; a weekly event at Berry
House at the culmination of their morning cooking session ‘They make
a good scone there’.
Steve still visits his old housemates over at Century for a cuppa and a
catch up, and calls his friend Deb regularly on the phone. Mr Ed and Mr
Bean are his favourite shows and staff are regularly treated to a
running commentary of the midday movie.
Steve’s spiritual home may well be the RSL. He pays his respects to the
Anzac tradition every year and loves having a chat to the men. He’s
also not shy when it comes to speaking with the ladies at the bar
should the opportunity present itself.
This big hearted man is fiercely loyal, and uncommonly considerate of
his close friends. He protects those important to him and welcomes
people to share the meals he cooks.
Steve is a proud man, and so he should be.
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Oak House wanted to plant some fresh herbs
and veggies to add to their salads. Anita, Jamie
and Peter C went to Bunnings and chose what
they wanted. Back at Red Hill they took
everything to the garden and began planting.
Everyone got involved with choosing the
placement of the herbs, digging a hole then
planting the herbs in the ground. They then
filled up the watering can and everyone had a
turn to water the herbs and veggies. Now its
just a matter of waiting to pick them and add to
their cooking

Theodora enjoys a real coffee, made
in the traditional Greek way

These longstanding friends spent the
day, sharing lunch, going for a walk,
enjoying the view and each other's
company

Keith practicing his circus skills
at Frankston Cirques Sur Roues

This is a very committed gym bunny
getting back into her workout routine at
Frankston PARC

So many chocolate delicacies for
Jeanette to choose from at
MP Chocolaterie in Flinders

Deb chose her recipe, shopped for the
ingredients and got busy creating
baked goodness for her housemates

CEDAR HOUSE RULES

HAPPY SNAPS OF THE HOUSEMATES
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BOARD DIRECTORS
Chairman - Paul Thomson
Paul Hardy-Smith
Sally Harrop
Sara Jholl
Michael Negri
Wendy Waddell

EXECUTIVE TEAM
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER:
Toni Stewart

If you would like to
contribute anything to the
next issue of In Focus
Magazine, please email
Fran Cashman
cashmanf@focuslife.com.au
or contact us at
Head Office Ph: 5981 5100

You can also connect with
us via our Facebook and
LinkedIn pages - Focus
Individualised Support
Services
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CULTURE AND SAFETY:
Jayne Gillespie
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Mark Schwartz
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Michelle Dunne
Andy Zammit
EXECUTIVE MANAGER QUALITY,
COMMUNICATIONS AND
INNOVATION
Fran Cashman
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